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November 26, 2008
Justices of the Colorado Supreme Court
c/o Susan J. Festag, Clerk of the Supreme Court
2 E. 14th Ave.
Denver, CO 80203
RE:

Comments on the recommendations of the Supreme Court Water Committee

Dear Justices of the Colorado Supreme Court:
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the recommendations of the Water Court Committee.
We appreciate the time and effort that has gone into this process. On behalf of Leonard Rice Engineers, Inc.,
I would like to respectfully offer the following comments.
Regarding the Declaration of Expert, we agree with the concepts presented in the proposed Declaration. It is
our opinion that the wording of the second sentence of item (3) could be problematic, causing the experts to
get bogged down in attempting to disclose all typographical edits, such as those made by support staff. We
support the attached edits to this language, which we feel adequately addresses the issue of concern.
Regarding the proposed deadlines, we offer the following comments:
Joint written statements after the two meetings of experts would be required five days after each of the
meetings, setting forth the disputed issues. It is not clear if this means five business days. We recommend
changing the time period to 10 days, since producing one joint statement among numerous parties logistically
may take more than five days.
Requiring the applicant’s supplemental expert disclosures to be submitted 180 days before trial would be 15
days after the meeting of the experts. We would recommend this deadline be set at least 30 to 45 days after
the meeting of the experts. Issues may be identified at this meeting for which the experts for the applicant
may be required to re-do an analysis. Time spent at this phase may allow the parties to come to agreement, at
least on some issues, sooner and more efficiently. We then recommend the opposers’ expert disclosures be
required 30 days after these applicant’s supplemental expert disclosures.
We believe that these adjustments can be made without lengthening the total time frame. Essentially the
applicant’s time frame would be lengthened and the opposers’ time frame shortened during this period. This
is appropriate because the applicant has the burden of proof, and often has numerous opposers to which to
respond.
Very truly yours,
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